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Patterns: Final

The purpose of my design 
concept was to create intricate 
layouts using only triangles.

I used a combination of cool and 
warm tones to change the sense 
of depth and movement in each 
piece.

Progressing from the grids to dot 
grids helped develop my process 
by peeling back each layer of de-
sign.

I used one grid and dot layout 
from project three.

Design Intent
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Patterns: Dot/Grid

Line and Dot Grid generation

For the original line grid I started with  10x10 grid which was copy and pasted, rotated on a 45 degree angle and then ,multiplied.  

I then took the result of two seperate grids and intercected and overlayed them to create a center focal point of a square.

The Dot Grid was generated by mappng each intercecting line with a single point for the entire grid.  Each pattern was created 

using an individual section of each grid to create unique designs.

Pattern One Pattern Four

Pattern Three Pattern Two
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Colour Logic: Symmetrical
I started my design layout by croping one corner of my 
dot grid development and creating a pattern using 
triangles. Once it was filled with a solid colour I began to 
make a colour plan.  From the right corner I went from 
light to dark tones towards the top left. I used my hash 
pattern to determine which section gets which tone of 
colour.  I then reflected vertically and horizontal.

Pattern One: Process
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Colour Deconstruction
Semmetrical Pattern

I used a cool colour palette 
and started with light tones 
in the center with blues and 
greens and progressed to 
medium tones in the 
outer section.  After the 
medium tones I added dark 
greens and blues so the focus 
was placed on the center.

Pattern One: Process. Legend
LGT = Light   GRN = Green
MED = Medium   BLU = Blue
DRK = Dark

LGT GRN/BLU
COOL

MED GRN/BLU
COOL

DRK GRN/BLU
COOL
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Pattern One: Final

Cool colour palette
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Colour Logic: 
Asymmetrical

For my asymmetrical 
pattern I chose to use 
an S shape design and 
along the S I placed all 
the warm colours.  
Every space around the 
S I placed cool colours 
using the palette I 
developed.

Pattern Two: Process
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Pattern Two: Final

Cool and warm colour palette
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Colour Logic:
Asymmetricl

For my second 
asymetrical pattern I 
created a 
horizontal clipping mask 
after using a neutral 
tonned colour pallett.I 
then ref lected the 
pattern and rotated to 
get the spiral effect.

Pattern Three: Process
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Pattern Three: Final

Medium toned colour pallette
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Pattern Four: Process

Colour Logic: Symmetrical

For my second symetrical pattern I used the complentary 
colours of red and green with a medium toned yellow to bridge 
the gap.  From cool to warm colours.

I then ref lected vertically and then horizontally to create the f 
inal design..
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Pattern Four: Final

Complemtary colour palette



Conclusion


